Background: As the number of RNA-seq datasets that become available to explore transcriptome 14 diversity increases, so does the need for easy-to-use comprehensive computational workflows.
including those associated with data storage and handling (Kwon et al. 2015) . This, along with 57 explosive increases in available volumes of data generated in large-scale RNA-seq experiments, 58 contributes to an ongoing demand for universal, easy-to-use computational tools capable of user-59 specific customization.
60
One of the widely used workflows available for high-throughput RNA-seq analyses is 61 Galaxy, which is a reproducible and collaborative analytic platform that offers developers a 62 framework for integrating and sharing their tools and workflows (Goecks, Nekrutenko and Taylor   63 2010; Afgan et al. 2016 ). Yet, although Galaxy is designed to be relatively easy to use, even for a 64 beginner, performing more in depth analysis with multi-step workflows often requires that a user 65 possesses and/or has access to a specialized bioinformatics expertise. Other challenges are related to 66 sharing potentially large-scale analyses on a public webserver, which can become time-consuming, 67 e.g., with time to completion increasing during high peak usage hours. Further, while there are 68 hundreds of workflows currently accessible on Galaxy, many of these are quite complex and have a 69 substantial learning curve to perform analyses and/or often require user knowledge of reference 70 genomes and file formats. This limits the types of datasets that can be analysed without deploying a 71 custom Galaxy instance, which in turn requires specialized skills. Likewise, for tasks beyond the 72 basic transcriptome discovery analysis the user would need to know how to install and utilize 73 additional tools in the Galaxy instance, somewhat hampering its usability to the potential user with 74 only the basic computing skills. We would like to note that Galaxy Training Network 75 (https://training.galaxyproject.org/) already provides a variety of excellent tutorials to help 76 inexperienced Galaxy users to performed complex analyses (Batut et al. 2018 ). These tutorials nonetheless require substantial time and effort investments from users, which may exclude small 78 labs lacking necessary manpower or somewhat limit Galaxy's usability in the classrooms. In the 79 past few years several toolboxes have been released in an effort to address such challenges with 80 using Galaxy (e.g., Grüning To help overcome some of these limitations, our pipeline -Automated Isoform Diversity 88 Detector (AIDD) -has been designed implicitly with a novice user in mind, and thus, can be used, 89 for example, as an educational tool for RNA-seq-based laboratory exercises in the classroom setting 90 with a minimal prior user training. Because the pipeline is packaged in a VirtualBox environment,
91
it is easy to install on essentially any operating system and/or a broad range of hardware (Windows, 92 Linux, MacOS) that is capable of handling a VirtualBox installation without concerns for 93 compatibility. Yet despite the seeming simplicity of installing it, our AIDD pipeline is powerful 94 enough to handle a broad range of RNA-seq analyses, spanning from differential gene and isoform 95 expression, to variant calling, and RNA editing analysis using dimension reduction and machine 96 learning approaches, including Guttman scale patterns (Proctor 1970 The gene pathways exploration tool included in AIDD was used to examine differential 265 expression in neurodevelopmental pathways during ZIKV infection. Using gene list supplied by the 266 user, AIDD will generate customized heatmap, volcano plot, and data table with differential 267 expression results for genes of interest. Gene ontology (GO) terms "innate immunity"," brain 268 development", "central nervous system development", "neurological development", and "peripheral nervous system" are already included as default pathways. We also included a custom gene list for 270 genes in the interferon alpha pathway ( Supplementary Table 1 ). AIDD results showed that ZIKV-271 infected cells showed increased expression of innate immune genes ( Figure 4A ), as well as those in 272 the interferon alpha pathway, including ADAR ( Figure 4B) 
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AIDD also allows the user to map ADAR editing landscapes by performing variant calling 299 to identify potential A to G substitutions. Globally, we found that the total numbers of A to G 300 substitutions are higher in ZIKV-infected in both the G010 and K048 cell lines but not in the K054 line ( Figure 5C ). However, when the potential impact of these substitutions on protein structure and 302 function is examined, cell lines with the CZS-like phenotype (K048 and K054) had more of high 303 and moderate impact variants detected in ZIKV infection, while seemingly normal G010 cells had 304 smaller number of potentially impactful changes in ZIKV infection ( Figure 5D , E & F).
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It should be noted that one major challenge of using variant calling methods for detecting 306 RNA editing events is the need to have a sufficient coverage depth (of at least 50 million reads or 307 higher per sample) to accurately detect editing events when editing frequencies are low. AIDD 308 attempts to correct for this by normalizing substitution counts by the read depth as determined from 309 alignment algorithms. Therefore, these observed editing differences among cell lines could be 310 attributed to interactions between ADAR family members as well as ADAR preferences at the 311 editing sites, and spatio-temporal regulation of editing.
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We were also interested in editing events at known editing sites in ion channels and 313 transporters that are known to be associated with fine-tuning of neural signalling, including 
